**VIAL-MATE Adaptor**

*Only for powdered Single Dose Drug Vials with 20 mm Closures and VIAFLEX SINGLE PACK Containers*

**ASSEMBLY**

1. Peel open blister pack
2. Insert single dose drug vial into VIAL-MATE Adaptor
3. Push the blue port adaptor assembly into the white vial
4. Hold the VIAL-MATE adaptor just beneath the flange collar
5. Securely attach the VIAL-MATE Adaptor and white vial gripper until the flange collar meets the white vial gripper
6. Shape ribs of vial snap into the blue port adaptor - refer to drug package insert for directions
7. Hold bag with vial down
8. Ensure drug is completely dissolved
   - Shake to suspend drug in solution
   - Hold bag with vial down
9. Do not over-twist
10. Repeat step 8 if drug and solution remain in vial
    - Ensure that vial is empty of drug and solution
    - Hang container onto I pole and prime set per directions

**Instructions for Use**

- **Indications for Use**
  - To provide the pharmacist or health practitioner a means of connecting a standard 20 mm single dose drug vial to an infusion set or other device
  - Not for use with VIAFLEX Multi-Pack Containers

**For Single Use Only**

- Do not resterilize this product
- This product is not made with natural rubber latex

**Rx Only**

- Symbol for "STERILIZED USING IRRADIATION"
- Deaton, IL 60015 USA

**Baxter, Viaflex and Vial-Mate are trademarks of Baxter International Inc.**

**For Product Information**

1-800-933-0303